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 ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE MEDIAEVAL MUNICIPAL
 HISTORY OF LONDON FROM THE GUILDHALL
 RECORDS

 BY A. H. THOMAS, M.A., CLERK OF THE RECORDS, GUILDHALL

 Read March Io, 1921

 THE title of this Paper, which was suggested to the
 present writer many months ago, was framed in rather
 vague terms in order to afford him an opportunity of
 selecting a particular topic at his leisure. It would be
 no easy matter to deal with the whole subject,-to catch
 in a single lecture the spirit of mediaeval London, or to
 speak adequately of a mass of Records, which even for this
 restricted period, are very numerous. Happily, as regards
 the latter, something has already been done. Some sixty
 years ago Mr. H. T. Riley contributed to the Rolls series
 four volumes containing the essential matters in the Libcr
 Custumarum and Liber Albus, two custumals of the four-
 teenth and fifteenth centuries, which are a treasury of
 information for the student ; a life's work, directed by fine
 scholarship, is represented in Dr. R. R. Sharpe's Calendars
 of Wills in the Court of Husting, his Calendars of Coroner's
 Rolls and Mayor's Correspondence, and the nine volumes
 of Letter Books abstracted by him; and other portions of
 the City's Records have been freely quoted in standard
 works on social, political and economic history. In view,
 therefore, of the abundance of evidence available for those
 well qualified to interpret it, I trust you will allow me to
 take a narrower and more modest subject, yet within the
 wide boundaries of the title given. I propose to deal
 TRANS. 4TH S.-VOL. IV. G
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 82 TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

 with a series of Records hitherto unpublished, and
 owing to the lack of indexes, very little consulted-
 namely, the Records of the Mayor's Court. If a general
 indication of their contents fails to illustrate mediaeval

 London life, it may still be of use to draw your attention
 to a series of documents rich in material and worthy of
 study.

 The Mayor's Court of the City of London is now shorn
 of much of its ancient glory. With a jurisdiction somewhat
 wider than that of a County Court, though of no greater
 importance, it is the scene to-day of small commercial
 disputes which rarely touch the imagination. But historic-
 ally considered, it represented the high-water mark of
 success attained in the general attempt made by mediaeval
 towns to stand apart from the main current of national
 life. The strong Norman and Plantagenet Kings, in their
 work of consolidating a nation amid the inchoate elements
 of medieval England, had to deal with two hindrances:
 the active opposition of the feudal baronage, and the static
 resistance of the towns. The feudal element was quickly
 overcome. From the thirteenth century onwards, whenever
 the baronage rebelled, its grievance was seldom concerned
 with the strength of the Crown, but with its temporary
 weakness and inefficiency. The towns, on the contrary, were
 little concerned with ideals of good government. Their
 world lay within their own walls. They sought to avert
 Royal interference by periodic bribes, to retain their own
 customs and legal procedure, to exclude both the law of the
 realm and the officers of Royal justice, to be left alone to
 prosper on their industry and trade. There has been a
 disposition, partly arising from enthusiasm for Parliamentary
 government, to consider the towns a nursery of constitutional
 progress-" Not the Universities," says Miss Kate Norgate,
 " but the towns were the true stronghold of English freedom 1

 . . . little indeed as the burghers may have dreamed of any
 such thing, the highest importance of their struggle for

 1 Miss Kate Norgate: England Under the Angevin Kings, ii. 468.
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 THE MEDIAEVAL MUNICIPAL HISTORY OF LONDON 83

 municipal liberty lies in this, that its fruits were to be
 reaped by a far larger community than was enclosed within
 the City walls ".' In a sense it may be true that habits of
 self-government among a comparatively small privileged
 class in the towns played a part in the political education
 of the people. But the impression left on the mind by the
 records of mediaeval London seems to confirm the cooler
 and more tempered judgment of Dr. Stubbs: " It is by no
 means easy to ascertain the definite amount of political
 consciousness which underlay the municipal struggles of
 mediaeval England. . ... It has already been remarked
 more than once that the battle of the medieval constitution

 so far as it was fought in the House of Commons, was fought
 by the Knights of the Shire ". And as regards the towns
 . . . " there are some reasons for doubting whether political
 foresight was to any considerable extent developed among
 them ".2

 That the citizen was not insensible to patriotic feeling
 is evidenced by the large grants of money and the numerous
 contingents of ships and men-at-arms contributed by the
 City of London during national emergencies. Moreover, he
 was capable of extreme personal loyalty to the Crown,
 approaching, as in the case of Henry V, to blind hero-
 worship. But for the most part his thoughts were concerned
 with his shop, his warehouse, his Mayor and Aldermen, and
 the local laws under which his ancestors had prospered ; and
 to the educative process whereby the Crown taught the
 people to think nationally he consistently opposed his
 chartered rights and ancient privileges.

 In no particular is his attitude more clearly seen than in
 the history of the City Courts. By obtaining from Henry I
 the right of nominating his own Justiciar and sheriff, the
 citizen made a bid for jurisdiction over serious crimes within
 the City.3 But the justiciar soon disappears 4 and the

 1 Miss Kate Norgate : England Under the A ngevin Kings, ii. 472.
 Stubbs: Const. Hist., iii. 635.  3 Liber Custumarumn, fo. 187.
 4 J . Round: Geoffrey de Maundeville, where evidence is given

 relating to the several Justiciars.
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 84 TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

 sheriff is deprived of his judicial functions by Magna Charta,
 their place being taken by the King's Itinerant Justices.
 The citizens are able to avert the latters' visits, so long a
 period as forty-four years elapsing between one Iter and
 another,' and to prevent their sitting within the City itself.
 The Guildhall is denied to the Justices of Gaol Delivery,
 who are allowed no closer approach than the Old Bailey,
 and, in fact, the Patent Rolls record few instances of their
 sessions before the reign of Edward I. But the Crown is
 too strong, and finally all that the City retains is the right
 of infangenthef, of hanging a felon caught with the mainour
 of stolen goods upon him-a right they exercise when it
 is long obsolete elsewhere,2--and of having the Mayor3
 and Aldermen named in every commission of Gaol Delivery
 and Oyer and Terminer at the Old Bailey. As regards
 Civil jurisdiction, the ancient Court of Husting dealt with
 Pleas of land within the City, and with mixed actions mainly
 relating to land, until procedure changed and the ancient
 City customs were disused, when litigants drifted to the
 Royal Courts. In the matter of personal actions, however,
 arising in the City between citizens and citizens, or between
 citizens and foreigners or between non-citizens, we see in
 the Mayor's Court a jurisdiction which rivalled the Courts
 of Chancery and Common Pleas. For five centuries the
 City authorities were able to punish any citizen who carried
 an action into the courts of Common Law, and to maintain
 a legal procedure peculiar to themselves. In the eighteenth
 century a City writer, detailing the several actions which
 could be tried there, could say proudly, " In short, this is
 the most extensive Court of the Kingdom; for all that is
 cognisable in the several courts of England is the same in
 this ".4

 Of the origin of the Mayor's Court no record remains.
 Obviously it was not in existence as such before ,193, when

 1 A.D. 1275-1321.  2 Letter Book, F, fos. 217-225b.
 3 City Charters: First Charter of Edward III, 6 March, A.D. 1327.
 * Laws and Customs of the City of London, A.D. 1765, p. 062.
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 the first mention of a Mayor occurs.' Thomas Emerson,
 in his treatise on London Courts of Law, published in 1794,
 hazarded a shrewd conjecture that the Court came into
 being, in the reign of John, when the first signs of a division
 between Crown and Common Pleas were appearing in the
 King's Court, reaching its final form in the reign of Edward
 I, when the whole frame of the judicial polity of England
 was new modelled.2 Certainly, in 1272, when the Records
 of the Court of Husting begin, personal actions are no
 longer heard in that Court, whereas in the first of the nine
 Rolls of the Mayor's Court, extending from A.D. 1297 to 1307,
 such actions are part of the Court's ordinary work. It
 dealt at that time or subsequently with actions arising out
 of the Common Law such as debt, detinue and covenant
 to any amount, slander, malicious prosecution and assault,
 as well as with matters coming within the special City
 customs, including apprenticeship, orphanage, trading by
 women, and offences against the City ordinances. And it
 may well be, as Emerson suggests, that the Court had been
 engaged on this work for close on a century before.

 As regards procedure, an account is to be found in a
 book compiled towards the close of the fifteenth century by
 a Town Clerk of Bristol, Robert Ricart, which has been
 published by the Camden Society 3; and several learned
 treatises of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries show
 its later developments.4 The subject of Borough Custom
 as a whole has been dealt with by Miss Mary Bateson for
 the Selden Society. I mention these helps because Court
 Rolls as a class only yield their full meaning after some
 preliminary study of the legal terms in which they are
 phrased, and perhaps these early difficulties are more marked

 1 J. H. Round: The Commune of London, p. 235. Add. MSS. 14252
 fo. II12d.

 2 Thomas Emerson: Courts of Law of the City of London, A.D. 1794, P. 7.
 3 Camden Society: New Series V, A.D. 1872, Ricart's Kalendar.
 A Henry Calthrop: Reports of Special Cases, A.D. 1670. Strype's

 Stow. John Greene: The Priviledges of the Lord Mayor and Aldermen,
 A.D. 1722. Bohun's Privilegia Londini, A.D. 1723, etc.
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 in the case of the City Records than of other documents.
 As a compensation, Court Rolls give a closer and more
 faithful picture of contemporary life than Acts of Parliament
 or City Ordinances. As there are few matters on which the
 interests of men are not in conflict, so the settlement of
 their disputes covers a wide range, including information
 sometimes of a curious and unexpected kind.

 Among the most frequent enrolments in this early series
 are those concerning foreigners. By the law of the City
 foreign merchants were not allowed to remain more than
 one month during which to sell their goods wholesale
 either to magnates of the realm or to citizens.1 They were
 indeed permitted to hire cellars and warehouses to store
 their wines and other merchandise, but not as residences.2
 To these rules exception had been made in the case of the
 Easterlings or men of the Hanse of Almaine 3 and men of
 Cologne,4 each of whom had their Guildhall near Dowgate.
 The men of Rouen possessed a private wharf from the time
 of Edward the Confessor,5 while the merchants of Amiens,
 Nesle and Corbie had been exempted from the rule against
 hostels, on condition that their stay lasted no longer than a
 year.6 All other foreigners, including in that term English
 traders not free of the City, were regarded merely as birds
 of passage.

 Doubtless many foreigners were reputable merchants,
 but the Rolls show them using every kind of evasion, both to
 escape the Sheriffs' customs, and to enjoy the profits of
 retail trade. English non-freemen were induced to open
 inns and lodging houses in the City and to avow foreign
 goods as their own. Thus, in 1298, a certain Aneswote was

 1 Lib. Cust., fo. 43b, quoted from Mayor's Court Rolls.
 2 Letter Book, C., fo. 48b.
 3 Plea & Memoranda Rolls, A 4, mem. 4.
 * Lib. Cust., fo. 42a.
 5 J. H. Round: " Origin of the Mayoralty, etc." Archaol. Journal,

 vol. 50, p. 259.
 6 Lib. Cust., fo. 40. Cf. Letter Book, B, fos. 35-36; confirmed and

 enlarged, G, fos. 25b-26b; a new agreement, K, fo. 33.
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 attached to answer the Commonalty of London in a plea
 that she was a foreign inn-holder entertaining foreigners,
 from whom she bought Ryns wine to sell retail to citizens
 and foreigners, and that she allowed the latter, under cover
 of her house, to sell ginger, woad, wool, cloth and other
 commodities.' After the sales these goods were secretly
 conveyed to the Thames by night and taken by boats to
 Westminster for distribution in the country,2 thus evading
 the Sheriffs' officers at the gates of the City.3 But not only
 did foreign inn-holders pass themselves off as inhabitants,
 for freemen of London acted as unlicensed brokers between

 foreigners and freemen,4 or foreigners and foreigners,5 and
 in case of question, declared the goods as their own property.
 Another Englishman is charged with hiring a boat and
 meeting foreign ships at Greenwich, from which he unloaded
 bundles of wax for secret conveyance into London by night,
 the gravamen of the charge in this case being that the
 bundles contained base foreign money.6 These are types
 of numerous cases illustrating at once the exclusive attitude
 of the citizen towards the competition of foreigners and
 the ingenious attempts made by the latter to gain a footing
 in the retail trade, as well as the practical working of Edward
 I's commercial policy. How far that King acted on any
 conscious design of enriching his country on the principles
 of free trade is a moot point. He was deeply indebted to
 foreign merchants, especially to the Lombards, and the
 concession of privileges was a ready means of replenishing
 his exchequer. But if his persistent efforts to clear the
 channels of commerce are due to that wise statesmanship
 which is seen in his other public enactments, there is no
 sign of any appreciation on the part of the citizens. They
 were conscious only of a competition, which seemed generally
 unfair, and was conducted by methods of a lower moral
 standard than their own.

 1 Mayor's Court Rolls, A, mem. 3.
 2 Ibid.

 M.C. Rolls, E, mem. 6b.  4 M.C. Rolls, B, mem. 5b.
 Ibid., mem. 6.  B Ibid., mem. 4b.
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 The excellence of English coinage was acknowledged
 throughout the Middle Ages. Foreign merchants exported
 gold in large quantities and flooded the country with base
 foreign money, that was either clipped, alloyed or counter-
 feited. When the importation of such coin was forbidden
 by statute in 1299,1 they introduced it wrapped up in bales
 of merchandise. The King attempted late in the same year
 to cope with the prevalence of this money by Writs 2 to
 the effect that after Christmas " pollards " and " crocards,"
 as the coin was called, should no longer pass as being of the
 value of a penny, but at two for the sterling. Of course,
 these measures simply threw the loss on those Englishmen
 possessing the money, and the result was an immense increase
 in the cost of living, while the foreigner discovered other
 means of enriching himself at the expense of his hosts. In
 the many cases in the Rolls, one can note the consequences
 acting and re-acting on every phase of the City's life. As
 many contracts had been made before the proclamation
 reducing the face value of pollards, citizens could claim with
 a fair show of justice that they were entitled to pay in the
 coin then current.3 Those who had supplied goods, on the
 other hand, urged that the implied condition of all bargains
 had been payment in recognised English sterling. At the
 same time, we have cases of chandlers, curriers, tanners,
 fishmongers and others, who either refused the base money
 altogether 4 or demanded double prices under the agelong
 idea that they were entitled to throw their losses on their
 customers.5 When charged, they pleaded the increased
 costs of production." Others, again, concealed their goods,
 hoping that time would remedy their difficulties, thus
 creating an artificial scarcity, from which the whole City
 suffered. A further attempt was made by the King to
 improve the situation by forbidding citizens to melt down
 the base money, and ordering them to bring it to the King's

 1 Statutum de Falsa Moneta, " Statutes of the Realm," i. 131.
 2 Lib. Cust., fo. 95a  Letter Book, C, fo. 38b.  M.C. Rolls, C, mem. 3b.
 ' Ibid., mem. 5.  5 Ibid., mem. 4.  6 Ibid., mem. 5b.
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 THE MEDIEVAL MUNICIPAL HISTORY OF LONDON 89

 Exchange at the Tower, where not its face value, but the
 actual value would be paid to them.' This, of course,
 meant a loss of at least half, which the more timorous dare
 not face. Finally, three years later the foreign money was
 altogether forbidden and those who still possessed it
 sustained a total loss. The two latter measures were

 undoubtedly sound economics. But the total result was an
 obvious transfer of national wealth abroad, leaving the citizen
 with solid reasons for his instinctive dislike of foreigners.

 To judge from a case recorded in 1301, the demeanour
 of the foreigners themselves was not calculated to assuage
 this dislike. The well-known Italian Company of Spine
 appear to have possessed a hostel in Lombard Street, where
 they were seated at supper on the Saturday before the Feast
 of St. Margaret. All unmindful of their English serving-
 man, John Long, they discussed the war between England
 and France, praising the French King, and abusing the
 English King as a weakling and no warrior. The servant
 began to murmur, then to grumble, and finally pressed
 forward to the table to defend his nation. In the affray
 which followed, he wisely fled from the swords and miseri-
 cords of the Italians to take refuge in the Church of St.
 Edmund. When the awakened neighbours crowded round,
 the Italians greeted them in the vernacular as " English-
 houndes," and then losing courage at the reception of these
 words, fled to their hostel, which they barricaded with
 stones, until the Mayor appeared. A jury of the venue,
 which made inquest on the matter, declared that members
 of other Italian Companies, the Ponchi, the Friscobaldi,
 and the Cercle Noir were equally guilty of causing uproars,
 and had beaten quiet citizens and insulted women, with
 other conduct "in contempt of the English ".2 It is an
 affray typical of many others recorded during the century,
 in some of which large numbers of Italians and Flemings
 were slain.

 1 Lib. Cust., fo. 97a; Letter Book, C, fo. 39b.
 2 M.C. Rolls, D, mem. 12b.
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 But though the citizens made frequent complaints to
 the King, the Lombards were too useful as bankers to be
 seriously interfered with. The Friscobaldi are found, in
 1311, collecting the King's dues from other foreigners under
 the New Custdm, and discharging the debts of Edward II
 and his father.1 Even London merchants availed them-
 selves of their services. Cases appear in Court which show
 that they could purchase letters of credit from the Italians
 which would be honoured in almost every trading city
 abroad.2 At this period, apparently, the native English had
 little taste for banking, and managed their credits by a
 cumbrous system of recognisances. Moreover, they were
 strongly under the influence of ecclesiastical ideas, which
 regarded the lending of money in usury as sinful.3 Towards
 the end of the century, however, signs are found in the
 Records that merchants had begun extensively to practise
 chevesance.4 It consisted, in the City, in a fictitious sale
 of certain goods, which the purchaser sold in turn to a third
 party, entering into a bond to pay the original vendor a sum
 considerably in advance of that for which he had disposed
 of them.5 The City authorities, for the time being, found
 no difficulty in exposing this simple scheme, and in forcing
 the London merchant to employ his surplus capital either
 in the purchase of landed property or the development of
 his own business.

 Manufacture was, in fact, the mainstay of the mediaeval
 Londoner. He lived by producing and selling objects of
 demand, rather than by financing others, or carrying goods.
 Though we hear of wealthy shipowners, the small cogs
 and barges of the Port of London were not more numerous
 than those of Plymouth, Fowey and Bristol, and the bulk
 of the carrying trade seems to have been done by foreigners.
 As regards his manufacture, in spite of many recorded cases

 1 Stubbs: Const. Hist., ii. 323; Letter Book, D, fo. I34b.
 2 M.C. Rolls, D, mem. I.
 3 Stat. 15 Ed. III, cap. v.; Letter Book, G, fos. Io7, io8b, 256b.
 4 Letter Book, H, fos. 3ob, 3Ib, 35b, 36, 36b, 155b, 159b, I88b, 260.
 5 P. & M. Rolls, A 49, mems. 7-12, where the cases are fully set out.
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 of fraud, the references show a general desire for sound and
 honest workmanship, which formed at least one of the
 elements represented in the formation of the Livery Com-
 panies. Much has been written on this subject, but much
 remains to be done ini tracing or distinguishing the secular
 and religious sides of their organisation. The later ordin-
 ances granted by the Mayor and Aldermen to the crafts
 in the reign of Edward III generally make no mention of the
 religious or fraternity aspect, and it has been argued that
 the earliest trade associations were entirely secular in
 character. If the Mayor's Court Rolls do not solve this
 problem, they give at least early material which should
 help in its solution. The attitude of the Mayor and Alder-
 men was one of watchfulness; on the one hand they are
 ready to aid the crafts in securing a good standard of work,
 and are not unsympathetic to the fraternity associations of
 the members, but they are suspicious of organised attempts
 to force up prices, and they make a firm stand against any
 recourse to the ecclesiastical Courts to enforce the perform-
 ance of oaths. In 1299 a number of Smiths were brought
 into Court and charged, that whereas no Parliament I can
 take place relating to the Kingdom without the King and
 his Council, nevertheless the defendants privily by the
 imposition of a corporal oath made a Parliament and
 confederacy, and the confederacy was such that if any one
 offended against any citizen, the others would support him,
 and that no one was allowed to work with any others than
 themselves, and for this purpose they had a casket for
 their contributions, which casket was in Court, and also
 that they impleaded persons who had offended them before
 the ecclesiastical Courts in lay pleas, and that they had
 drawn up a Charter about these matters. The Smiths were
 very secretive about the Charter, which disappeared during
 the proceedings, but they admitted that they had made an
 ordinance that no one should work at night because of the
 unhealthiness of coal 2 and damage to their neighbours,

 I " Parlaymentum."  2 "Propter putridinem carbonis marine."
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 that their doors should be closed all the year at the first
 stroke of curfew at St. Martin's the Great, and that none of
 their households should wander through the streets against
 the Mayor's proclamation. They had made a casket so
 that each master of the trade of Smiths could put a farthing
 a week therein to maintain a wax taper to the honour of the
 blessed Mary and St. Laudus, and also for the relief of any
 of the Trade who should fall into poverty. Their explana-
 tion was accepted and they went quit.1 As far as I am
 aware, this is the earliest mention of the mystery of Smiths,
 then apparently in process of formation, and it shows the
 craft or mystery element side by side with the guild or
 fraternity element, or, more correctly, intermingled and
 depending one upon the other.

 A few months later a spurrier complains of his fellows
 that they had made an ordinance and confirmed it by
 touching the Gospels, that no one of their trade should do
 any work between sunset and sunrise, should take an
 apprentice for a term of less than ten years or with a premium
 of less than 40s., or should work for any one not sworn to
 their ordinance. In case of dispute between a spurrier
 and any one outside the trade, one of the defendants had
 promised to do justice without the aid of any servant of
 the King. The Plaintiff declared that he had been charged
 for disobedience before the Officiary of the Archdeacon of
 London, and after being three times warned, was expelled
 from the Church and excommunicated. The case ended in

 a compromise, and the confederacy was condoned, because
 none of the allegations had been submitted to a jury.2
 Here, again, is evidence for the formation of a craft in which
 both the religious and the secular elements are inter-depen-
 dent.

 The remaining cases relating to the crafts are concerned
 purely with trade disputes. A number of persons, who
 probably represent the rulers of the Craft of Coopers are
 committed to prison for an organised attempt to raise the

 1 M.C. Rolls, B, mem. 6.  2 M.C. Rolls, C, mem. 2b.
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 price of barrel hoops.' The weavers were charged with a
 like offence by the burellers, who are said by Riley to have
 been makers of coarse cloth or borel, and spinners of yarn,
 but who appear in our Rolls as middlemen employing
 weavers.2 In a complaint of the cordwainers and cobelers
 against members of their own crafts, the City authorities
 are seen co-operating for the purpose of ensuring a good
 standard of work. Seven members of the former craft were

 sworn to make a view of all workmanship, and to present
 to the Court for punishment those who fraudulently mixed
 bazon or sheepskin, and cowhide, with oxhide either in the
 manufacture of shoes or in their repair.3

 Though a selection has been made of matters relating to
 industries which bulk most largely in the Rolls, they do
 not exhaust the information contained in them. Fleeting
 glimpses are caught of almost every aspect of mediaeval
 life in the reign of Edward I. English merchants, whose
 goods had been captured in Brabant, pray the Court to
 attach the goods of Brabantine merchants in London as a
 reprisal or withernam.4 A knight sues another knight for
 return of the horses lent to him for the War in Scotland.5

 The Queen of Navarre brings a Plea of Account against a
 former steward.6 Foreigners are punished for hawking
 small articles such as mirrors and glass,7 and citizens for
 forestalling supplies before they reached the markets.

 Other entries introduce us to the Friars who inveigle
 a rich orphan to enter their Order by the trick of asking
 him to translate into Latin " I oblissh me to be a Frere of

 the Croys "; 8 to the quarrelsome housewife who assaults
 the City collectors ; to the horsedealer,9 who is loud in praise
 of his animals and silent as to their defects; and to the
 fraudulent baker who is drawn, with his loaf round his neck,

 1 M.C. Rolls, A, mem. 5b.
 2 M.C. Rolls, C, mem. 3; D, mem. 8.
 3 M.C. Rolls, A, mem. 5b.
 4 M.C. Rolls, C, mem. 15b.  - Ibid., mem. 7b.
 8 M.C. Rolls, E, mem. 6.
 8 . & M. Rolls, A 30, mem. I.

 7 M.C. Rolls, A, mem. 2.
 9 M.C. Rolls, C, mem. 7.
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 on a hurdle through the streets to the sound of minstrelsy,
 and appears next day in Court to answer for an assault on
 the tabor player.1 A Rector of St. Margaret's, Lothbury,
 is found attempting to cure lupus, in homceopathic fashion,
 by applying the flesh of wolves.2 A familiar figure is the
 London apprentice, who beats the watch and picks a quarrel
 with the servants of passing noblemen and ecclesiastics,
 indulges in forbidden buckler-play, and in his lighter
 moments sets a cask with stones in it rolling down the
 cobbled incline of London Bridge to the terror of the neigh-
 bours.3 These and others, both strangers and citizens,
 appear for an illuminating moment in the record of their
 cases, and doubtless have a place in any estimate of mediaeval
 life and manners.

 The short series of Mayor's Court Rolls closes with the
 year 1307. A solitary Roll for the year 1377, consisting of
 charred fragments, suggests the fate which overtook the
 remainder during the Great Fire of London. How soon the
 practice arose of filing the Bills of Complaint, put in by
 litigants, there is no evidence to show. But beginning
 with the later years of Edward III, a series of such files
 continues till the eighteenth century, together with a mass of
 allied documents, of which no further mention need here be
 made.

 The story of the Mayor's Court is to some extent resumed
 in 1324 by the Ior Plea and Memoranda Rolls, which extend
 to 1484. They appear to have been kept by one of the
 attorneys of the Court, their purpose being explained by
 their title. As they are not true Court Rolls they do not
 contain the short entries of appearances, distraints, essoins

 1 M.C. Rolls, C, mem. 6b.
 2 M.C. Rolls, C. mem. I. A century later surgery was still as primitive.

 In the Plea & Memoranda Rolls we have the case of a barber-surgeon who
 knows no better cure for a severed artery than a hot iron, and enters at
 length into the history of the case to prove that his treatment had been
 carried out with due observance of the fluxes and refluxes of the signs of
 the Zodiac, his defence being supported by the several Masters of the Arts
 of Surgery and Physic in the City. A 52, mem. 5.

 3 M.C. Rolls, E, mem. 4.
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 and appointments of attorney, which make the latter rather
 tedious reading. They consist, in fact, of such selections
 from the proceedings of the Mayor's Court and elsewhere
 as seemed to the writers worthy of remembrance, because
 they formed precedents or were notable in themselves. The
 clerks interpreted their duties widely. They will include
 cases from the Husting or the Chamberlain's Court, or from
 the Inquests of Affrays made by the Sheriffs and Coroner.
 Royal Writs and the Mayor's returns are given, lists of
 citizens who subscribed to Royal aids, fishing rights in the
 Thames, letters from the King and prominent persons and
 a host of other matters. Apparently the clerks were well
 acquainted with the Letter Books, which on occasion they
 supplement with matters there omitted, adding a marginal
 note " Plus de ista materia in Libro B," etc. There is
 reason to believe that a few of the Rolls belong to other
 series, and that the whole collection represents but a part
 of what once existed. As they stand, they cover roughly
 the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and alike in the
 interest and variety of their contents, rank next to the
 Letter Books.

 In the first two Rolls, composed almost entirely of
 letters, light is thrown on the attitude of the City in those
 political struggles which terminated the reign of Edward
 II and imperilled the first years of his successor. It was the
 fate of the City of London more than once to play a decisive

 r6le in political affairs, but not spontaneously. Private
 citizens might adhere to Simon de Montfort, open the gates to
 Wat Tyler and Jack Cade, or wear the white Rose, but the
 responsible authorities never initiated a political movement
 and rarely joined one until its success was almost assured.
 This appearance of time-serving, it is just to explain, was
 often due to deep-rooted sentiments of loyalty, coupled with
 a certain unreceptiveness towards new ideas, and to a
 feeling that the considerations of politics concerned the
 magnates of the realm, and lay outside the province of
 traders. Nevertheless, the possession of the City was often
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 vital. Thus, there are letters from Isabella,1 from Edward
 III and the rebel Earl of Lancaster,2 desiring their favour.
 Edward III, in 1328, writes demanding an account of the
 visit paid to London by the Bishop of Winchester and
 Thomas Wake,3 to which reply is made that the rumours
 of conspiracy within the City are unfounded.4 Three
 months later, in December, 1328, the young King writes
 again enclosing particulars of all that had passed between
 himself and the Earl of Lancaster-the charges made by
 the Earl and his own replies--in order, as he said, that the
 citizens might judge for themselves of the rights of the
 quarrel between them. The Earl had recently removed
 from Leicester to Kenilworth and was marching in force
 against him, wherefore he desires that the Mayor shall in
 no wise assist the Earl. These particulars the Mayor was
 desired to have publicly read at the Guildhall.5 In answer
 the Mayor reports that this had been done and that some of
 the Earl's supporters had been present, and had taken the
 opportunity of explaining his position, but the King might
 be assured of the City's loyalty. Sixty years later, when
 the struggle between political parties in the Kingdom seems
 to have been in some unexplained fashion interwoven with
 faction fights between the rival guilds in London, there are
 letters from John of Gaunt in the same key bespeaking the
 favour of the City for his supporters.6

 The majority of the letters, however, are directed to
 the authorities of other towns on behalf of citizens whose

 goods had been seized, or who had been forced to pay
 unlawful toll, and in all these cases the Mayor shows himself
 extremely pertinacious in upholding London rights, and it
 is notable that he threatens, not the penalties of the law,
 but reprisals, a fact which illustrates the semi-independent
 position of the towns. London merchants apparently

 1 P. & M. Rolls, A I, mem. 12.  2 Ibid., mem. 28.
 3 Ibid., mem. 23b.
 4 But see Stubbs : Chron. Ed. I & Ed. II, introd. i. p. cxx.
 P5 . & iM. Rolls, A I, miem. 31.  6 P. & M. Rolls, A 27, mem. 3b.
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 journeyed far, for Southampton, Winchester, Yarmouth,
 Kidwelly, Drogheda, Bruges, Ypres, Bordeaux, Genoa and
 Florence among others are called to account for goods or
 ships intercepted and rifled. The strength of the Mayor's
 position as head of a wealthy community, able to enforce
 his penalties, is seen in the peremptory tone which he allows
 himself to use towards a Count of Hainault.1 No small
 part of the interest of such entries consists in their evidence
 as to the condition of mediaeval shipping and the safety of
 the coasts, on which additional information is given by
 lists of ships supplied by the City in times of national
 emergency, and by cases in the Mayor's Court relating to
 cargoes.2 The Londoner of the fourteenth century preferred
 to sail the seas in small and handy boats, clinker built,
 with one large lug sail and a crow's nest above the mast.
 Primarily designed for merchandise, they were fitted with
 fighting decks both fore and aft, on which cressets burned
 by night.3 There were a few large ships such as the Chris-
 topher of London, which was captured by the French and
 retaken at the Battle of Sluys in 1341. But the general
 type was the cog or barge of 40 to 150 tons burden, with a
 good beam and a canoe stern. From such a ship, the Cog
 Thomas, Edward III wrote that despatch after his victory
 which is preserved in the City Records.4 When stating his
 wants to the Mayor, he sometimes even asks for fluynes 5
 and scummars," low draft boats of 20 tons and less. The

 names ' and crews 8 of many such vessels are given :-
 La Jonette of London, The Cog of All Hallows, and
 the Seint Marie Cogge, the last being the property of
 William Haunsard, the Sheriff of London, who arrived at
 the Battle, so the French Chronicler tells us, at the hour of
 Tierce and " did much good ". 9

 I am conscious that it is only possible to touch in a
 1 P. & M. Rolls, A I, mems. 27, 30.
 2 P. & M. Rolls, A 15, mem. 3.  3 P. & M. Rolls, A 32, mem. I.
 * Letter Book, F, fo. 39.  5 Ibid., fo. 37.  6 Ibid., fo. 22.
 7 Ibid., fo. 3.  8 p. & M. Roll, A 3, mem. Igd.
 o Aungier's French Chronicle (Riley's transl.), 277.

 TRANS. 4TH S.--VOL. IV. I
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 very cursory and disconnected fashion on the many matters
 mentioned in the Rolls. Much might be said of the London
 man-at-arms who is seen passing to the Scotch Wars,1 to
 Gascony, or to Crecy 2 and Poictiers 3 dressed in red
 leather jerkin covered with mail, with bascinet and visor
 on his head, iron collerettes and steel gauntlets, and armed
 with cross-bow, quiver and quarrels. Sometimes a con-
 tingent is mounted, and as the superiority of the English
 longbow asserts itself, the City is called upon for archers,4
 who practise in the Finsbury Fields. Froissart tells us they
 were dangerous when once their blood was up, and slaughter
 on the field only gave them fresh courage. The Church is
 represented by much detail concerning the Rectors of the
 Parishes, the Chantry Priests, and the several orders of
 Monks and Friars, whose morals engage the attention of
 the City Fathers on more than one occasion.5 Enough
 to say that there is hardly a citizen or stranger, from the
 great nobles, lawyers and ecclesiastics, whose town houses
 lay in the narrow streets among those of the citizens, down to
 the sellers of rushes and the cooks and piemen by the water-
 side, who does not make at least a momentary appearance.

 It is, however, to one of the peculiar usages of the
 Mayor's Court, namely, the custom of foreign attachment,
 that we owe an extraordinary amount of information on
 the material side of London life. By this custom,6 when
 a plaintiff brought an action for debt, and the debtor had
 no goods in his own hands, whereby he might be attached,
 but goods or money owed, in the hands of a third person,
 who was called the garnishee, the Court would sequestrate
 such goods, and in case the garnishee made no denial, attach
 them. If the debtor pleaded to the suit and found bail,
 the attachment would be discharged. But on failure so
 to do, the Court would order the goods to be valued and

 1 P. & M. Rolls, A I, mem. 34.  2 P. & M. Rolls, A 5, mem. 27b.
 3 Cal. of Letters, fo. 67.  P4 . & M. Rolls, A 5, mem. 3b.
 1 Especially during the reigns of Richard II, Henry IV"and Henry V.
 6 Laws and Customs of the City of London, A.D. 1765, pp. 113-140.
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 delivered to the plaintiff in satisfaction of his claim, unless
 the debtor within a year and a day put in his appearance.
 There were also two other common actions, which necessi-
 tated inventories-the actions of detinue and account. An

 orphan or an orphan's husband might sue the executors
 and administrators of the father's estate to render in Court

 an account of their trust. This custom and these actions

 were of constant occurrence. Accordingly there are inven-
 tories of every kind of goods, the stock of goldsmiths, cloth-
 workers, armourers and other merchants, as well as the
 contents of houses from the attic to the buttery. From
 the point of view of economic history such information is
 of value. As regards the social student, it supplies the
 material setting of mediaeval life. We may take as an
 illustration of a London home that of Richard Toky,' who
 was a moderately successful grocer or pepperer and Member
 of Parliament for the City in 1358. His home in 1390 was
 of the usual type, consisting of a hall or living-room, a solar
 or chamber, pantry and buttery, counting-house and store-
 house. In the hall, the principal features were a table
 with trestles, a sideboard painted in designs to hold cups,
 another painted cupboard, and two occasional tables of
 spruce, two chairs for the master and mistress with tapestry
 dorsers and bankers for back and seat, of " blod " colour,
 or cardinal red, and three benches also upholstered in the
 same tapestry for the household. There was an iron
 candelabrum swinging from the ceiling and an iron candle-
 stick, and two pairs of andirons on the hearth. On one or
 other of the tables stood five basins and three washbowls

 for ablutions before and after meals. On the walls were

 hangings of light and dark red worsted in strips. Of
 pictures there were none, ornament being supplied by several
 pole-axes, a cross-bow with tackle and a lance and shield.
 Scattered about were some twenty cushions, all uphol-
 stered in the same light and dark red as the wall hangings.
 As no mention is made of a carpet, we may conjecture that

 1 P. & M. Rolls, A 33, mem. Ib.
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 the floor was strewn with rushes in the fashion of the time.

 The chamber or solar for the use of the family was
 probably divided by partitions, since there were at least
 six beds, the best being provided with three mattresses, a
 feather bed and bolster, and a canopy in bright red worsted,
 with a coverlet of red and green striped silk, lined with
 buckram. The walls were hung with strips of cloth painted
 in designs, alternating with orange-coloured tapestry.
 There was a little press for the master's caps and a bench
 covered in green. Apparently colour in violent contrast
 suited the aesthetic needs of the time. Another four beds

 were less elaborate, having respectively canopies of worsted,
 serge embroidered with roses, green, and painted cloth.
 The sixth bedstead was of red and scarlet, with a canopy
 of the same. All had feather beds, of which three needed
 repair. To each there was a pair of linen sheets, while
 towels were represented by lengths of linen and cotton.
 Only one bench is mentioned, but four linen chests with
 covers were doubtless used as seats.

 As for wearing apparel, inventories rarely distinguish
 between masculine and feminine attire. Probably the long
 list of gowns and other articles belonged to Richard Toky--
 there is no doubt with regard to two pairs of iron greaves,
 a pair of spurs, two lances, gauntlets and three wallets.
 He retired to rest in a silk vest, silk night-gown and cap, and
 by day had choice of the following :-A gown slashed with
 russet and furred with lambswool, another of russet with a
 hood, a gown of black wool teasled, a fur-lined overcoat,
 two gowns of scarlet, furred with grey squirrel, and one of
 russet, furred with brown squirrel, a gown and tunic of
 scarlet, another of violet, a cloak of scarlet, lined with
 blanket, eight or ten kirtles of violet, russet, and blanket,
 one otter fur and one white fur, ten caps and a beaver hat,
 five pairs of shoes, two pairs of mittens, and finally a
 slashed gown of the Grocers' Livery-altogether an extensive
 wardrobe for an elderly merchant.

 In a chest were kept objects of value, signet rings of
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 gold and silver, a pair of ivory writing tablets, three dishes
 with silver covers, one goblet made of a cokernut with silver
 foot and cover, one hardwood cup, bound with silver, like-
 wise with silver foot and cover, and four other wooden cups,
 probably of maple wood, bound with silver, thirteen silver
 spoons, three baselards or daggers, a belt with horn and
 sling all harnessed in silver, with silver buckle and pendant,
 a pearl brooch, two pairs of coral beads with an Agnus Dei,
 and two .pairs of amber beads, and finally a vernicle or
 pilgrim's token, to show that Richard Toky had journeyed
 to Rome.

 The articles in the kitchen, pantry and buttery call for
 no further remark than that these offices were well stocked

 with interesting utensils of copper, latten and pewter. In
 the store-house were saddlery and such broken odds and
 ends as accumulate in every home. We may perhaps see
 in the counting-house or study some nearer reflection of the
 owner's tastes.. An iron-bound chest held his deeds, and
 on the table stood his moneybox, penbox and inkhorn, a
 quire of paper and a sheet of paper with a painting on it.
 The liability of every citizen to serve the King is seen in a
 further list of weapons and armour-four bows and eighteen
 arrows, a bascinet and a steel cap with visors, breastplates,
 a pauncher, greaves, and vambraces and rearbraces. The
 owner's piety is suggested by an image of the Blessed Mary
 in alabaster and another of St. John the Baptist. As for
 literature, it is represented by a single volume-a copy of
 the Statutes of England, which was doubtless sound, but
 not inspiring reading.

 Such were the possessions of a middle-class Londoner
 in 1390, revealing domestic conditions of a ruder and
 simpler kind than those enjoyed by the Flemish and Dutch
 burghers of the period. At a time when painting shows
 the latter in possession of rich hangings in harmonious
 colours, finely framed mirrors, panelled walls, and Persian
 carpets, the English merchant still dressed in coarse russet,
 and was content with a house no better than that of his
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 forefathers. He had few intellectual interests, and the art
 he found in the mediaeval churches was not reflected in his
 home.

 But in the inventories of the next century one can mark
 the growth of wealth, art, and luxury, the increasing taste
 for books, the greater variety of textile fabrics, and the new
 comfort that invaded domestic life. Read in conjunction
 with the wills in the Court of Husting and other sources,
 which indicate his religious feelings and superstitions, his
 civic desires and ideals, his occasional political leanings,
 his faults and failings and virtues-the purely material
 details of the inventories fall into their proper place, and
 will constitute an integral part of that picture of the mediaeval
 Londoner, which some scholar may yet paint for us out of
 the Guildhall Records.
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